ARABIC DISCUSSION SECTION

Media Perspectives on the War in Iraq

Arab 308 -- Spring 2021
A one credit-hour course
Monday 9:05 - 9:55 a.m.

Language prerequisite: ARAB 204 or placement test beyond 204

A one-hour per week Arabic recitation discussing global media perspectives on the Iraq War. Students will investigate the initial and changing trends in media coverage across the chronology of the conflict through authentic materials sourced from global media outlets such as Al Jazeera, MBC, Al Iraqiya, BBC Arabic, France 24, DW, and others.

Duke students, native or heritage speakers, and students not enrolled in any other Arabic courses are also welcome to enroll.

Coregistration in another language course is not required.

Please send any questions or requests for additional information to the Arabic LAC instructor, Bud Kauffman at budk@email.unc.edu